
 Columns with inner frame

 Modular build, all single panels and fractions can be replaced

 Centre placed or off centre, hook system always in the centre of the container

 Hooks: one hook, two hook, three hooks and Kinshofer variation

 Drums: 40, 60, 80 litre in Night safe and Double drum, in Night safe also 110 and 140 litre

 Access control for rest waste and paper, accessible by service door

 Access control in all known variants possible

 Colour and fraction notification to your wishes

 Fractions glass, paper, plastics, alu cans, textile, rest waste, coffee cups or batteries

 Big producers traps for glass, paper and rest waste

 Foot pedal option for night safe

 All according to the EN 13071
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Containers and safety floors
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VDL HMI above ground and semi underground Collection

VDL e-PTO

 Cocoons, surface or semi surface 

containers

 Modular build

 Galvanised plate 2mm, powder coated

 Slots in all known variations for all 

fractions

 Hooks one, two, three or Kinshofer

 3,5m³, 4,5m³ (semi) or 5m³ volume

 Safety floors mechanical or counter balance

 Safety floors in model 1650, 1800, 1850, 1950

 Containers in 2m³ until 7m³ volume

 Containers in size 1650, 1800, 1850, 1950

 Side panels in 2mm galvanised plate

 Platform in 4/6 or 5/7 teardrop plate

 Platform with EPDM

 Modular build, 1, 2 or 3 flap version

 Bottom flaps are watertight up to 90 litre 

 All welded parts are hot dip galvanised EN 1461

 All our products are certificated to the EN 13071


